Sabel Systems began to support the USMC Logistics Distribution Policy Branch (LPD) and its management of material distribution, passenger transportation programs, associated traffic management systems, Second Destination Transportation (SDT) finance and metrics efforts and initiatives. Team Sabel provided draft policy guidance, studied current programs and made program improvement recommendations, performed database development and analysis, and developed new on-line computer-based training courses, performed information management, and technical services in support of the Marine Corps’ transportation and distribution policy, and transportation finance efforts.

As part of this effort, Sabel Systems saw the need for a definitive cargo In-Transit Visibility (ITV) Strategy, which was lacking from a Marine Corps enterprise standpoint. Team Sabel then led the way on a project to draft a brand-new USMC ITV Strategy. The effort was a success, and well received by the entire Marine Corps supply-chain community. The Marine Corps ITV Strategy will serve as a baseline document from which a Marine Corps Order on ITV is written.

Additionally, Sabel Systems provided Automated Information Services support to LPD in the following areas: strategic planning, functional advocacy support (material distribution, unit move, passenger, and personal property) and requirements development. This support included assistance to the LPD Commercial Transportation Systems Analyst by attending meetings and supporting the analyst as required.

Sabel Systems also identified source systems for supply, transportation, and billing metrics data to facilitate an end-to-end distribution pipeline cost analysis, conducted data mapping, and developed a data collection plan, which optimally centralized all data into a single data mining report. The data report was used to track expenditures and to assist in a bulk obligation process. Additionally, Sabel identified potential enhancements to metrics gathering and reporting processes. The client validated Sabel’s results and modified the contract to add an additional full-time employee.
FEATURERS & BENEFITS
Subsequently, Sabel Systems identified an increased need for personal property and passenger travel policy and systems support, which includes:

DEFENSE PERSONAL PROPERTY SYSTEM
Identifies, calculates and recovers excess costs associated with the shipment and storage of personal property.

CENTRALLY BILLLED ACCOUNT (CBA) MANAGEMENT
Provides CBA management and monitoring for USMC personnel who travel using the agency form or payment.

LPD-DESIGNATED CENTRAL POINT OF CONTACT
Works with the Defense Transportation Management Office or Citibank to put accounts into an exception status when needed.

LIAISON WITH THE USMC TRANSPORTATION VOUCHER CERTIFICATION DIVISION
Resolves Air Mobility Command Temporary Additional Duty billing issues.

CONNECTING WITH SABEL
Contact Chris Cox at chris.cox@sabelsystems.com | sabelsystems.com - LinkedIn - YouTube

SABEL FACTS
Sabel Systems Technology Solutions LLC was founded in 2001. We are an Economically Disadvantaged Woman-Owned Small Business (EDWOSB) 8(a) designated company (CAGE:5Z2A6  DUNS:131784725) with an Interim Top Secret facility clearance.

CERTIFICATIONS:
• Certified SBA 8(a): 2011
• CMMI Level 2 Services
• ISO 9001:2015
• WOSB
• NYC MWBE

CONTRACT VEHICLES:
• GSA PSS
• GSA STARS II
• SOSSEC OTA
• C5 OTA
• TRex OTA
• Phase III SBIR

OFFICES:
• Washington D.C.
• Dayton, OH
• New York, NY
• Oklahoma City, OK
• Warner-Robins, GA

NAICS:
541330, 541430, 541490, 541511, 541512, 541513, 541519, 541611, 541612, 541614, 541618, 541690, 541720, 541810, 541990, 561110, 561990, 611430, 611710, 624190